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“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a
day. Teach a man to fish and you feed
him for a lifetime.”

This Chinese Proverb rings true in the property

management business today. Training employees

gives them the skills they need for long term survival

and also has the following benefits:

1 Increased job satisfaction;

2 Reduced turnover;

3 Increased morale;

4 Increased efficiencies leading to increased profit; 

• Untrained or poorly trained employees 

cost significantly more to support than 

well trained staff;

• You can cross-train employees to be capable in

more than one aspect of the business to help 

you to fill absences;

5 Increased capacity to adopt new technologies 

and methods;

6 Trained employees are better equipped to deliver 

good customer service, make a deal or use 

computer systems.

Training for the apartment rental industry takes many

forms: from basic leasing skills and demonstrating apart-

ments to delivering exceptional customer service, and

technical skills for Building Managers such as minor elec-

trical or plumbing repairs. Major landlords such as

Greenwin and WJ Properties are also training their front

line staff in first aid and CPR annually. Both Park Property

Management and Greenwin have in-house continuing

education programs for all site staff called “university” that

offer a variety of technical and leasing topics as well as leg-

islative updates.

As budgets tighten, and more is expected of front line staff,

those employees need to be Jack-Of-All-Trades. Training in

basic rental techniques and customer service is essential for

those staff whose primary function may not be apartment

leasing. Superintendents, administrators and Concierge staff

fall into this category. 

Employee
Training
is Worth the Investment
By Sheryl Erenberg



For a free proposal and to start saving now call
1-866-382-5505 
or visit or web site 
www.novitherm.com
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If your building was built before 1980 and it is heated 
with hot water baseboard convectors or radiators, 
your building is losing a significant amount of heat 
through the exterior walls. The installation of Novith-
ermTM Heat Reflectors is a simple and effective way of 
reducing those energy losses while enhancing your 
comfort.

Your return on investment by installing NovithermTM 
Heat Reflectors is only 1 – 3 years. Typically savings 
are 10% or higher.
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A recent study by Steven W. Schmidt examined the link

between employer-provided workplace training and

employee job satisfaction. His analysis reveals that people

whose jobs involve face-to-face interaction with their cus-

tomers – like those in the hospitality or apartment industry,

are most likely to value training for its ability to help them

achieve customer satisfaction.

While cross-training is good, there is no substitute for in-

depth training for dedicated Rental Agents. This typically

includes Overcoming Common Objections, Building Rapport

with People from Other Cultures or generations, Features /

Benefits selling and other advanced closing techniques.

Statistics show that less than half the skills and information

learned in training will be transferred to the job unless managers

follow up on trainee performance.

At the very least, this means that Managers need to have the

training session outline and any materials that are provided.

Managers must follow up and reinforce the training process

by praising employees whom they observe demonstrating

techniques learned in training.   

Managers frequently ask: “Where does Mystery Shopping fit

in?” Mystery Shopping is an excellent training tool that

helps trainers to pinpoint the key areas of performance

weakness. Reviewing the shopping report with an employee

does not take the place of training because they clearly do

not have the necessary skills to perform the task. Therefore,

simply identifying what they did wrong fails to be effective.

Managers who use Mystery Shopping after the training

session to determine compliance are on the right track.

Research suggests that today’s workforce will need 3 times

the amount of training it now gets for the organization to

stay in business, remain competitive and tackle the future.  

Invest in your employees now!  F

Sheryl Erenberg is President of Sheryl Erenberg and Associates. Her mar-
keting consulting firm has advised hundreds of developers and landlords
over the past 3 decades. The company’s training programs are in demand

coast-to-coast. For training schedules and seminar details visit
www.sherylerenberg.com
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